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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

HALLIBURTON INTRODUCES EARTHSTAR® X RESISTIVITY SERVICE 

Industry’s ‘closest to bit’, ultra-deep boundary mapping 
helps operators unlock reservoir potential 

HOUSTON – June 6, 2023 – Halliburton Company (NYSE: HAL) today introduced the 
EarthStar® X near-bit shallow and ultra-deep resistivity service, part of the iStar® intelligent 
drilling and logging platform.  

The EarthStar X service's near-bit, ultra-deep reservoir mapping sensor increases well 
placement accuracy - detecting geological changes early and enabling quick well trajectory 
correction to remain in the most productive zones and maximize asset value. Integrated shallow 
resistivity measurements allow early reserves evaluation and accurate fluid characterization to 
further improve reservoir insight while lowering operational complexity and risks.  

“We listened and responded to operators to create the industry’s ‘closest to bit’ ultra-deep 
resistivity measurements,” said Jim Collins, vice president, Sperry Drilling. “The EarthStar X 
service enables accurate reserves evaluation to help place wells in the productive zone of even 
the most complex reservoirs.” 

The EarthStar X service accurately maps the geology in three dimensions using ultra-deep 
azimuthal resistivity measurements and inversion processing to geosteer, geostop, and 
geomap. Real-time fluid and bed boundaries visualization can place the well in the reservoir's 
most productive zone and increase the section's net-to-gross value. The industry’s closest ultra-
deep azimuthal resistivity sensor to the bit can detect formation changes early and make timely 
well path adjustment to avoid early exits.  

ABOUT HALLIBURTON 

Halliburton is one of the world’s leading providers of products and services to the energy 
industry. Founded in 1919, we create innovative technologies, products, and services that 
help our customers maximize their value throughout the life cycle of an asset and advance a 
sustainable energy future. Visit us at www.halliburton.com; connect with us on Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and YouTube. 
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